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Abstract 
    As the prerequisite of social development, public security plays an important 
part in improving people’s livelihood and building a harmonious society. No matter 
seeing from the global view or domestic view, the economic and social development 
tends to be more multifaceted and multidimensional, citizens’ demanding towards 
social public security is getting more and more complex, which forces the appearance 
of some voluntary organizations. These organizations develop their advantages to take 
part in public security co-production to make up the deficiency of public power and 
enhance the effectiveness of public security co-production. 
This paper takes Xiamen Anti-pickpocket Volunteer Team as an example, basing 
on the existing theoretical research achievements of co-production and “voluntary 
failure”, to exam the public security co-production model of Xiamen anti-pickpocket 
volunteer participation from six aspects about the founding goal, the nature, the 
content definition, the responsibility definition, the internal construction and the 
incentive mechanism. Then this paper analyzes the effect of Xiamen model of 
anti-pickpocket volunteer participation, and draw the conclusions of “the more 
important the service is to citizen, the easier to get the support from government, 
society and the public; the more clear the participation content definition is, the less 
amateurish the participation is; the more clear the responsibility definition is, the 
better the effect of volunteer participation is; the more complete of  the internal 
construction, the lower the risk of illegal and undisciplined is; the more sound the 
incentive mechanism is, the higher the volunteers’ participation positivity will be.” 
The paper finally puts forward some suggestions which can promote volunteer 
participation in the public security co-production, including cultivating equal spirit 
between all subjects in public security co-production, strengthening the supervision 
towards anti-pickpocket volunteer participation, strengthening the education and 
training towards anti-pickpocket volunteers, setting up risk security mechanism, 
improving incentive system of anti-pickpocket volunteer participation, in order to 
bring into full play of the effect of anti-pickpocket volunteer participation and 
improving public security co-production.  
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重影响了厦门文明城市形象。2005 年，当时厦门市公交线路有 180 余条，每日
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